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BACKGROUND

• Real-world evidence can provide important
insights into treatment effectiveness in
routine clinical practice.1,2
• Recent studies across multiple pain
indications have suggested that
percutaneous PNS treatment via implanted
leads for up to 60 days can produce
significant pain relief,3-7 but few real-world
studies have been published.
• The present study is the first real-world,
retrospective review of a large database
depicting outcomes during the 60-day PNS
treatment period.

METHODS
• Anonymized records of 4481 patients who
were implanted with a SPRINT PNS
System between Oct 2017 and Dec 2021,
opted-in to provide data, and had baseline
pain ≥4/10 were retrospectively reviewed
from a national real-world database.

• The proportion of patients
with ≥50% pain relief
and/or clinically significant
improvement in quality of
life measured by Patient
Global Impression of
Change (PGIC) was
evaluated and stratified by
nerve target.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION

• 72% of patients (3215/4481) were responders at end of treatment (EOT) with ≥50% pain relief and/or
improvement in quality of life across nerve targets
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• While safety was not directly analyzed in this review, published studies indicate the most
common events are skin irritation due to adhesive bandages, pain or discomfort due to
stimulation, and pain due to the lead placement procedure.

• Real world evidence highlights consistent outcomes across nerve targets in the extremities, back, trunk,
and posterior head and neck, including substantial pain relief and improvements in quality of life in
a majority of patients.
• Findings complement previous, published, prospective clinical trials demonstrating the potential for significant
pain relief from 60-day PNS treatment for chronic pain.
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